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Swtor level boost existing character

Mosiz 04.24.2020 , 09:21 AM | #1 came back after about six years and increased my character. I read that the stories ended with encouragement. Does this mean that all relationships with escorts, gear, reputation, story line have disappeared with the exception of the veteran of the last two extensions?
It's all gone? If it is, I think I'll just level it from level 1. Thank you Eilenda 04.24.2020 , 09:36 AM | #2 There are two different tokens. 1 to level you at 70 and suppress all the class stories and bring you to the last event. It's the one that's being offered in creating the character. 1 that level you up to 70 too
BUT allow you to do all aka class quests and all the stories and all the choices. You're just leveled. This is available on a cartel market called Datacron Master. It gives you all the fighting skills (skills) and type of rating clinging to 230, depending on your combat choice. But it cost money. Voil
SteveTheCynic 04.24.2020 , 01:39 PM | #3: There are actually two tokens, the Master's Sign token and the Master's Datacron(1). Master's Datacron is simpler between the two. It simply levels your *existing* sign up to 70, and gives you your class ship and ship droid if you don't already have them. It is
available in a snob accompanied by a box with a set of qualified but unmarkable level 70 gears. This does not affect the progression of your character's story. 2000 cartel coins from the cartel market. The master sign allows you to create a start-at-60 or start-at-70 character. The start-at-60 character
begins at the beginning of the Knights of the Fallen Empire, expanding 4.0. The symbol is available with a blue gear shift tool set for fixed static 60, retrained but unmarkable. It marks the class story of your character, stories of class companions and an introduction to Revana, Shadow Revana
(Rishi/Yavin) and The Rise of the Imperial (Ziost) story arcs completed. Romance did not happen, and despite the generally dark tone of the auto-completing imperials, the Inquisitors are awarded Darth Imperius, apparently because it sounded colder. The start-at-70 character begins at the beginning of
dishes under a flying story (5.9 mini-expansion). The character starts with a fixed level 70 gear set, which is competent but unmarkable. It marks all the same things that are perfect, from which the start-at-60 is locked, plus it writes your permanent version of various critical decisions in the Knights of the
Fallen Empire, the knights of the permissable throne and the sequence of broken union, sometimes called the Treacherous Arch. This steady record is a steady Light Side for Pubsiders, and mostly Dark Side for Impsiders. Again, all the romances are written as It didn't happen. (1) Datacron Master is an
achievement. JattaGin 04.24.2020 , 05:34 PM | #4't want to start a new thread, but maybe my question fits bit here: Is it possible to skip a) Jedi Under the Under the Dress b) Onslaught with encouragement or otherwise? I'd like to know about some magic. Bioware offers a friend reference system that
gives posted players some goodies (incl. 7 free sub days and nice free 10 x inventory slot for each character) and deploys players some little shiny and cartel coins. I'd be happy if you chose my referral link to grab your free goody. Mosiz 04.24.2020 , 07:21 PM | #5 There are two different tokens. 1 to
level you at 70 and suppress all the class stories and bring you to the last event. It's the one that's being offered in creating the character. 1 that level you up to 70 too BUT allow you to do all aka class quests and all the stories and all the choices. You're just leveled. This is available on a cartel market
called Datacron Master. It gives you all the fighting skills (skills) and type of rating clinging to 230, depending on your combat choice. But it cost money. Voil Thank you, very, very! This is very useful! I really appreciate your response. SteveTheCynic 04.25.2020 , 02:38 AM | #7 don't want to start a new
thread, but maybe my question fits a little here: Is it possible to skip a) Jedi Under the Under the Dress b) Onslaught with momentum or otherwise? I'd like to know about some magic. Not at the moment. You can't skip JUS to start Onslaught, and currently it's just Onslaught Chapter 2 that you can skip*it*
if you want to skip Onderon/Mek-Sha/Meridian. And given that it is (currently) in no way clear how the token skip on OnslaughtSequel can determine whether you are loyal or saboteur ... Hello This is my first post, but I have a problem . When I subscribe to SWTOR I used my character Boost Token to play
KOTFE, but can I delete my character from the Outlander story and create a new one and play KOTFE again? The rules are clearly stated when using a token; * If the level up, the token becomes non-refundable. * If you complete any mission (including crew knowledge missions), the token becomes nonreturnable. So if you're done KotFE, you've completed many, many missions, and you won't get the token back. That said, of course you can create a new character and play through KotFE again, even without a token. Characters that start at Level 1 get a whole bunch of other stories available, and then
(when they're at least level 60) they can start the Story of KotFE. Niviranje is becoming more and more of a story. Think of games like EQ1 and Daoc. There wasn't really a story. The adjustment wasn't even in the drive. It was more like killing the mob, camping and making jails. The problem with the story
is that it's often only interesting the first time through. Especially if there's only one static, story. When it was just about killing the mob, it didn't matter if you killed them on or at 60, or at max level. He's still a lot like acting. If you enjoyed it, you can do it on any level on as many alts as you want without
feeling much different. Unfortunately, the only real solution for games that have stories to be driven (as far as questing/leveling goes) is to have more than 1 story arc. The problem is that the content of the story has to be done manually, something that can very easily become the largest outflow of
resources for game development. This is why with games like Swtor, your unique story class is only a small part of the game's quest/leveling content. The rest (routes for each planet) are shared by all classes, as this has drastically saved time and development costs. I don't think it's realistic to hope or
expect games to start to have the whole game through it's custom and unique to each class. His misfortune as it would drastically improve the replayability of the game, which is what the Alts are going to. I think the best solution is probably the goal of a more dynamic system for questing stories. Imagine
that. Devs creates a set of 25 quests for city players to venture in. Each player would be dynamically assigned to see only 5 of these quests from 5 specific NPCs.. If they were reunited with someone, they would make sure that there were 5 searches the same among the members of the group, that they
could be able to be able to play through them together. A few weeks later, you roll up and you end up back in this town, only this time they give you five other random poa lots from 5 different NPCs. Imagine that every center/city in the game is like this. This would make your extra drib out on new
characters different every time. Of course, play enough characters, and you'll start to see repetitive searches... But it would still be more diverse than the single, static quest lines that exist in the games today. After purchasing a Level 60 Boost Voucher, you can use it on an existing character while playing
on this character in the game! This will level the existing sign up to level 60! Note that using the Level 60 Boost Voucher on an existing sign cannot be undone! This process is irreversible and cannot be hoved by customer support staff. Before use, make sure that you are using the voucher on the correct
character. To use a 60 rate increase voucher, you only need to do the following on the existing character:(Click on the pictures to zoom in) Press the Escape key on your keyboard to display all the icons at the bottom of the screen. Click on the icon that looks like the Level 60 Boost Voucher. Click the
Confirm button to continue the process. This may include choosing your Faction. Choose whether you want to continue increasing your character to level 60 or cancel the process.4a. Click on Confirm to increase your character to level 60. This Ingest bono to increase level 60. 4b. Click Cancel to cancel
the entire process. This will not use the Level 60 Boost Voucher. When you click on Confirm, the character will quickly be level 60. NOTES: Your existing character must have completed the tutorial quest, Prologue - Chapter 7: Probative reasons to be able to use the Level 60 Boost Voucher on them.
When this finder is complete, the option will appear after pressing the Escape key. If you performed this on a character within the area that causes your character to get stuck, you can use Windstride's ability to remove it from the area. You can do this by pressing M to drag the map and clicking on any
green windstride icon. Steps 1 and 2: Step 3: Step 4 (4a and 4b): Step 5 - Done: Sometimes you just want to level up quickly in the SWTOR, see an amazing class of stories or get to max-level quickly. Here's how to level out quickly. Heads up, you don't have to do any of these to enjoy the game, they are
just for players looking for speed level. Most of these tips will be for experience players making their next character – if you're new, niving without any encouragement is still pretty fast. Update for 2020! Watch video 1. Make purple quests purple quests that will make your class quests, major planetary
quests, and major expansion quests, will reward much more experience than any other type of quest in the game. Ideally, depending on how many types of XP boosts you have, you should be able mostly to just do the main questlines and skip all the side quests. If you want to do group activities early,
galactic starfighter is available at level 1.2. Early Speeder One of the biggest obstacles to speed up the niving will be getting around the map from quest to quest. As a subscriber or 20th degree you can get a speeder at level 10 as a free-to-play player. If you want one earlier, you can either buy the
[Improved Speeder Piloting I] item from GTN or sign a perk of the same name from a legacy panel that costs 40,000 credits and requires a legacy level 2. You will then be able to drive too fast as early as 1. 3. Mount While moving while talking about credit spending, there is also a legacy of wide unlock
available in your second tab called Improved Installation available at legacy level 8, which costs 2 million credits – this unlock allows you to install while running so that you don't have to stand still and retrieve your bracket. It's expensive, but it's very useful for all your characters. 4. Speeders rocket boots
only work in outdoor areas – if you want to move quickly indoors, you can get rocket boots unlock, better known as Rocket Boost. It costs $2,000,000 after reaching the 8th Century. You can find this in the Other Unlock tab in the legacy panel. Although this is quite expensive, it is probably the most
beloved unlock in the entire game for both low and high characters. 5. Quick Travel This is my personal favorite if you have credits available. During your search, you will often find you far away from where you started and you need to go back there. Buying all three levels of legacy legacy legacy-wide
unlocking, found in the Second tab on your legacy panel, will reduce your quick travel time down to zero so you can use the quick trip as often as you want on all your characters! Buying all three levels costs 600,000 credits in total – while expensive, it's worth it for both your high levels and low character
levels. 6. Run Away If you are looking to level quickly, you will actually want to avoid fighting as many enemies as possible because your search will reward you with much more experience than the casual fight will be. If you're in the open world, your enemies will stop chasing you when you're far enough
away from them – so if you don't want to fight them, just run through and hope for the best. You can get along with your speeder, bounce off, and keep running, leaving a companion behind to fight enemies. Once you've gone further, you can set your companion to passively to return them to you — just
remember to turn off passive mode before the next fight. 7. Spacebar? If you don't care about the story, your spacebar will be your best friend. If you want to skip slices or just watch your favorite parts, you can use the SPACEBAR to skip through cutscenes quickly, and 1 key on your keyboard to quickly
select dialog options. 8. Stealth is the King of Characters who have stealth at their disposal will have a much faster niging process because you can skip the fight of many weaker enemies by simply sneaking around them. Jedi consular Shadow, Sith Inquisitor Assassin, Smuggling Sugain and Imperial
Agent operative get a cover-up on five or six levels, and then get Force Cloak or Disappear Act at Level 22, allowing them to be stolen during the fight. You'll want to lock both of these so you can easily enter stealth before you steal past the group, and jump out of stealth when you're far enough away so
you can move faster. 9. Ship Travel Now you can easily travel between the planet without returning to the spaceport first. Click the patch map icon of galaxies near the minimap and select the planet you want to fly to. It's free when you have your own ship – but three is also unlocking here, allowing you to
travel immediately to your ship. 10. Early companion Although fighting at low levels is quite easy, by getting a companion early, you can help you speed through the content so that your companion can fight while you run to your next destination. You will get your first companion part of the journey through
your first planet. Many other escorts, like most cartel market attendants, can't pick up to level 10. However, there are some escorts that you can unlock early. The first series are companions getting through limited-time awards, including Master Ranos, Shae Vizla, Paxton Rall and Nico Okarr, and will be in
your inbox on your new character if you've unlocked them in the past. There are, however, two companions that you can get in the first instance, which you must first earn at a higher level of characters. Darth Hexid: The first is Darth Hexid. To earn it, you need to complete 40 activities through group
viewfinder. When she earned one character, let all the other characters get her through the mail - but she was notoriously buggy, if she didn't show up, you can also unlock it for all the characters through collections for 10 cartel coins. When you unlock it, you can also call it up at Level 1 when you use its
[Sith Holocommunicator] item! Watch the HK-51 video: THE HK-51 is another option. In order to earn it, you must first complete a long series of searches that start in Section X. When you first earn HK-51, then you can pay 1 million credits (or 350 cartel coins) to automatically unlock it on each of your
additional characters so that you don't have to repeat the lines to earn it. If you unlock it on your other characters this way, you can get it in the first instance – first you'll have to send a fresh character some credit through the bank's estate or mailbox. You will have to pay this charge for each new sign. As
far as I can tell, they are the only two escorts you can earn to use at Level 1, but they take quite a while to earn! 11. Boost Companion Can make your companion incredibly powerful by increasing them to impact to level 50. Using Compendium is the fastest way and your companion level affects level 50.
You can get one in the Strongholds fleet section for 3 Dark Projects plus 4.25 million credits, or buy them in the cartel market. Keep in mind the increase your companion will probably make them even stronger than your character is as you level. 12. Portable trainer If you have a lot of credit, you can buy
darth malgus holostatue imperial-side, or Satele Shan Holostatue Republic-side, which will allow you to train your skills along the way as you level up instead of looking for a coach. You may also have unlocked the Hutt Trainer or Senya Holo Trainer from past subscruber prizes that you can use. 13.
Portable Supplier You can unlock the Basic Droid Repair field on Legacy Level 5 in your sign of benefits for 50,000 credits, which will allow you to quickly sell your unwanted items without having to search for the seller or by sending your companion away. If you are rolling in credits, you can also get a
Revan Holostatue, which as a portable supplier and is useful for both high-level and low-level characters, especially if you unlock it through collections for all your characters. You can also use these suppliers to repair your equipment on the go. 14. A portable bank or Stronghold Can get a Field Personal
Cargo Hold in its character benefits for 1,000,000 credits at legacy level 10, or a legacy-bank version at legacy level 20 to 2 million credits. These bulky sign unlocks will allow you to drop out any cool items or equipment you pick up on your way to your bank without having to leave your area to locate, but I
wouldn't say they are worth the price unless you have more credit than you know what to do with. Another great option is to unlock the placeholder for all your characters – so you can travel to your fortress, drop your items, and then use the Exit area button to return exactly where you came from until you
check out in between. 15. Join the guild Just join the guild gets you a 5% XP boost, and joining a larger era of 10% XP boost. 16. Subscribers automatically receive 20% more XP than free players and preferred players. 17. XP Boost Items You Can Get Experience Boosts a few different ways. You can
buy them from GTN from other players or you can buy them at Cartel Market. There are many different types and you can only use one at a time. The overall Boost experience is the most effective, but it is also the most expensive on GTN. You can often find a class mission boost or exploration to
encourage very cheaply. The smaller version takes one hour, the main version takes 3 hours, both increase XP by 25%. [Minor Class Mission Experience Boost] / [Enhancement experience in main class mission] [Encourage small research experience] / [Greater experience of research promotion] [Less
accelerating experience from flash [Major Flashpoint Experience Boost] [Minor Warzone Experience Boost] / [Major Warzone Experience Boost] [Minor Space Mission Experience Boost] / [Major Space Mission Experience Boost] [Minor Starfighter Experience Boost] / [Major Starfighter Experience Boost]

18. Improved XP Boost Unlock at Legacy Level 2 or Higher, there is a large group of XP boosts you can get in the character perks section of the legacy panel – these advantages are by character and are not legacy broad. For warzone, flashpoints, space missions, class missions, exploration and galactic
star battle points you can get signs of perk. There are additional unlocks for each at legacy level 2, 3, 5, 7 and 10, and each additional unlock increases your xp in this category by 6% more at each level. If you just perform the main story class, they are the most useful class mission and explore xp boosts.
The first tier costs only 20,000 credits and the final tier costs 100,000, so You wanted to completely unlock these two tracks, that would cost you 550,000 credits and give you a 30% boost to both exploration and mission. While expensive, this is probably a good deal compared to buying XP boosts, since
these unlocks last forever, unlike versions of the elements. 19. Become a battle champion If you are fighting to get through an actual battle page niging, you may want to check out my second video called Hard Solo Fight Tips, which will let you walk through things you can do to make the fight easier as
you level, including upgrading your equipment or using things like a heroic moment. If you don't fight in combat, you may want to try to play your character in the fight against injury, and also give your companion in the role of injury. If you can do this without dying, you can face groups of enemies faster.
Check out The Commander's Token &amp; Master's Datacron Video The absolute fastest way to get to a high level is to use the Commander's Token (formerly called Outlander's token) or Master's Datacron. These are both items that can be purchased with credits from other players, or with cartel coins
from Cartel Market. The master's token will allow you to create a character that starts at a high level, and allow you to jump directly into later extensions by auto-completing the original class stories. Master's Datacron is an element that you can use on an existing character that will increase them to a high
level without affecting their progress in the story. All subscribers get free Token for the commander when they first subscribe. If your goal is purely to get a high-level sign, these tokens are by far the fastest way, and you just need to complete the last 5 levels that can be done fairly quickly by tracking
purple quest stories. If your goal is to enjoy the class story as smoothly as possible, Master's Datacron can help you quickly gain all your skills to keep your stronger and faster in combat, allowing you access to more companion options, and allowing you to access any of your abilities that help you quickly,
including speed increase or leap abilities. I did a test where I did the first planet on such a completely magnification character and compared it to a character that had no withdrawals, and in my opinion, these advantages are not important enough to make it worth buying a master's Datacron for, and that
starting at level 1 is just fine. Check out the Dark XP Dark Side's Dark Side of The Force's path to many abilities, some considered unnatural There are some additional interesting methods to obtain XP outside the usual methods of tracking the story of the class or jumping into group activities. It is not
certain whether this is considered exploitation, or good old-fashioned exploration. 1st Kicked from strongholda If you have the help of another player who has a fortress, you can invite them To their fortress, then he throws you out. This will also bring you to the planet's surface at level 1. Some good
planets to explore include... Rishi Yavin 4 Alderaan Tatooine Combine this with Exploring XP Boosts and Speeder Unlock for best results. Watch video 2. Beetle Hunting (Nerfed) For a while The Hunt beetle, the heroic hunt at Imperial Balmorra, was an extremely too smart way of getting places to get on
xp. Since then he has been nerfed to prevent grinding. Grinding.
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